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My mandate for my short tenure as President in 2016 was simple, to continue to 
move forward the initiatives & events that had previously been put into motion 
by the Chamber membership. 
 
The key highlights for the Chamber in 2016 were: 
1)      The Easter EGGstavaganza, 
2)      The Mexican Fiesta, 
3)      Our collaboration with the EDC on the Downtown Revitalization Project, 
4)      And of course my favorite, the Old Fashion Christmas, also joined by the EDC   
         and the CLP. 
 
As the economic development of our town is now in the great hands of Justin 
Sweeney, and moving forward to help bring businesses to town, the Chamber is 
AND will be, working alongside whenever possible to assist in the growth of the 
Claresholm business sector. 
 
In 2017, we started out the year in fine style with the long awaited Trade Fair.  It 
was a great success, due to the dedication of VP Kelsie Bowen-Preete and the 
volunteers that made it all happen.  From here we move forward. 
 
The Annual Events that the Chamber sponsors or collaborates on will continue in 
2017.  As well, we will bring in some new projects for our town and events that 
will help the Chamber to grow. 
 
The first is our two Outdoor Fitness Parks.  Well on their way to becoming 
permanent structures in our town I am happy to say that we have many service 
clubs, organizations and the Town on side to see that these parks come to 
fruition.  With hard work, donations, grants and service club involvements, these 
parks will enhance our town and inspire a healthy and fit community. 
 
The second would be combining our efforts with the other town organizations 
and the Corridor Chambers in order to brainstorm new ideas that will help our 
town and businesses grow and prosper in 2017. 
 
Going forward, myself as President, and your Board, will strive to have the 
Chamber as an open forum wherein we always welcome new people, ideas and 



questions. This is your Chamber and nothing is more important than member 
input, which will help to facilitate the future growth of all member businesses. In 
addition if you feel some things are just not working please bring it to our 
attention, as the old saying goes " you can`t fix what you don`t know is broke" 
 
I would like to close by thanking all the people that supported me, and the 
Chamber, in our efforts to try to grow our business community in 2016: 

 Past Chamber President Justin Sweeney, and business community members, that 
helped mentor me into the Presidents Chair. 

 2016 Board members, most notably Kelsie and Lorraine for their active 
involvement in meetings and participation on committees. 

 The devoted committee members that gave time & energy to ensure the success 
of the 2016 events and initiatives. 

 Members of the Local Press for promoting our events, and helping us to deliver 
our message to our membership and the business community at large. 

 Sponsors, hosts, volunteers and speakers for all our various events and business 
meetings.   

I thank you all.  Without all of you, my job as President would have been much 
more difficult. 

 
We will continue in 2017 with our ongoing journey to reinforce the advancement 
of the Claresholm & District Chamber of Commerce, provide a strong presence 
and collaboration with our business community, to grow the prosperity of their 
business, and finally to enhance value for Chamber members. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Donna Courage 
President, CDCC 
  
 


